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Classifiers can exhibit discriminatory behavior 👉 Informative categorization of 34 fairness notions 👉 Empirical investigation of fair classifiers Scalability issues

Two new challenges in fair classification Fair classifiers vary across two dimensions

Fairness is subjective and application dependent

Historical biases in training data 
often cause discrimination!

Classification algorithms can be modified to 
behave fairly, but present two challenges:

❏ How to choose an appropriate definition 
of fairness?

❏ Which technique to use to incorporate 
fairness into a classifier?

👉 Our work addresses both challenges!

Three stages of ML pipeline to enforce fairness

Where to apply fairness notion?
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Pre-processing modifies data before training

In-processing constrains classifier objective during training

Post- processing modifies prediction after training

 Approaches: 18 fair techniques

 Datasets: 3 real-world datasets

Evaluation axes: 4 areas
☛ Correctness- fairness tradeoff
☛ Scalability issues
☛ Effect of training data errors
☛ Sensitivity to the choice of ML model

Correctness-fairness tradeoff

Fair approaches trade accuracy for fairness

Efficiency gap 
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Post- processing is most efficient due to 
inherent simplicity

Complex mechanisms can lower efficiency: 
common in pre- and in-processing
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Bigger compromise in accuracy when target 
fairness is low in fairness-unaware setting

Pre-processing scales worse with increasing 
#attributes than with increasing #datapoints

What happens if training data has errors?

Sensitivity to the choice of ML model
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Pre- and in-processing can fail to build fair 
models when training data contains errors

Pre-processing Post-processing

Pre-processing can fluctuate 
depending on classifier model

Post-processing is more stable

Pre-processing In-processing Post-processing

★: similar individuals
green: good outcome

Female            Male

Vs.

Group fairness ensures 
equal gender representation, 
but similar individuals may 
not be treated similarly

Individual fairness treats 
all similar individuals 
similarly, but no fairness 
guarantee for groups

pre-processing post-processingin-processing

Which 
fairness 
notion?

 Biases: gender and racial
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